Historically, local governments in the United States have relied on the property tax as one of their main sources of own-source revenues. However, the recent collapse of housing prices and the resulting negative impact on local government budgets suggest that it may be opportune to rethink this strategy. In this paper we document the overall decline in property values in the United States in recent years, and we find that the impact is in the aggregate negative but that the impact varies significantly by state and by locality. We also examine the impact on local government revenues, and we again find substantial regional and local variation. Indeed, our data indicate that substantial numbers of local governments seem to have avoided the significant and negative budgetary impacts seen most clearly for state and federal governments, at least to date. We then focus specifically on the State of Georgia, in order to determine the ways in which local governments have responded to the economic recession. Our empirical analyses indicate that there are several factors causing changes in property tax revenues, but the dominant factor is changes in housing prices, with some significant lags. We conclude that local government reliance on the property tax has in fact been an advantage for many local governments in the current economic environment, and that such reliance is likely to -and shouldcontinue in at least some form for the immediate future.
Introduction
There is little doubt that the "Great Recession" that lasted officially Despite these cuts, state budget deficits for the current and immediately future years remain at alarmingly high levels.
How have local governments been affected? It is widely perceived that local governments have also been severely affected by these same forces. The bursting of the housing bubble and the resulting decline in economic activity should, it is believed, have a serious negative impact on local governments, especially those dependent on local property taxes as a major source of revenues. It is this issue that we examine here. We first use data from the U.S. Census Bureau to examine the trends of local government revenues (especially the property tax) over the last decade. We find that there is great diversity in the experiences of local governments over this period and especially in the immediate past several years. However, we also find that the widespread expectation that most local governments have suffered the same fate as state and federal governments is not generally supported, at least to date. We then focus more specifically on the State of Georgia by examining detailed information on property tax assessments and property tax rates for local school districts in the state. We find that property values declined in Georgia (as in many other parts of the country), but we also find that local school districts were in many cases able to maintain a steady pattern of collections by increasing millage rates. Our empirical analyses indicate that there are 
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Regional Science and Urban Economics j o u r n a l h o m e p a g e : w w w. e l s ev i e r. c o m / l o c a t e / re g e c several factors causing changes in property tax revenues, but the dominant factor is changes in housing prices, with some significant lags. We conclude that local government reliance on the property tax rather than more elastic revenues sources like income, sales, and excise taxes may in fact have been a significant advantage for local governments in the current economic situation.
Housing prices and local government revenues
Local governments in the United States typically rely on several main sources of own-source revenues, including individual income taxes, general sales taxes, specific excise taxes, fees and charges, and local property taxes. Of these, the dominant source is by far the property tax. In 2008, local property taxes accounted for roughly three-fourths of total local government tax revenues and for nearly one-half of total local own-source revenues (including fees and charges). The Great Recession has obviously had serious and negative effects on the level of economic activity, and these effects have in turn depressed revenues of most governments that are reliant upon taxes whose bases vary closely with economic activity, like income and sales taxes. However, an important feature of the property tax is that its base (e.g., assessed value) does not automatically change over time. With the property tax, any increase in the market value of housing does not necessarily translate into an increase in assessed value, and so into an increase in revenues, in the absence of a formal and deliberate change in assessment. Lags in these re-assessments, combined with caps on the amount by which assessed values can be changed in any given year and with deliberate changes in millage rates, mean that changes in the overall level of economic activity that may affect housing values may not actually affect property tax revenues in any immediate or obvious way, unlike other taxes that are much more closely linked to economic activity. 2 More generally, there are several channels by which changes in housing values driven by changes in economic activity may affect local government tax revenues (Anderson, 2010; Lutz et al., 2011-this issue). The most obvious is of course via the property tax, although this link is (as noted) neither immediate nor automatic. Other channels are more closely linked to economic activity. Real estate transfer taxes depend upon the volume and the value of real estate transactions, although these taxes are of relatively little importance. Less direct channels include those affected by declines in housing values. For example, a decline in housing values may depress new housing construction, thereby reducing sales tax revenues generated by the materials used in construction. The decline in home construction and the resulting fall in employment may also reduce income taxes. Finally, a decline in housing values may reduce consumer expenditures (and so sales tax revenues) via wealth effects. 3 As a general framework in which these channels might be modeled, consider a simple setting. Suppose a local jurisdiction has multiple tax sources, each generating revenues defined as the product of a tax rate t and a tax base B. Denoting each with a subscript i, then total revenues R equal R=∑ i t i B i . Suppose now that either the tax rate or the tax base of each tax changes. Then the percentage change in tax revenues equals:
that is, the percentage change in tax revenues equals the share s i of each tax in total revenues times the sum of the percentage change in the tax base plus the percentage change in the tax rate for each of the i taxes. A tax that has a small share of total revenues obviously has a smaller impact on changes in revenues, even if its base and/or rate change significantly; conversely, a tax (like the local property tax) that is a major source of revenues can have a large impact on revenues even if its base and/or rate change by small amounts. Suppose finally that the tax base of each tax is some function of the level of economic activity, denoted Y. With a change in the level of economic activity, the percentage change in any tax base due to a changed economic environment can be written as ΔB i /B i = ε i (ΔY/Y), where ε i is the elasticity of tax base i with respect to the level of economic activity. The percentage change in total revenues now becomes:
where ΔB i /B i now represents the deliberate administrative or policy change in the tax base of tax i, Δt i /t i represents the administrative change in tax rate i, and ε i (ΔY/Y) denotes the (automatic) change in the tax base of tax i stemming from its link with economic activity. This equation summarizes the various channels by which revenues -whether of a single tax or a collection of taxes -are affected by a change in policy actions or in external circumstances. Revenues can change if the tax rate (s) or the tax base(s) changes; revenues can also change if the level of economic activity changes, provided that the tax base(s) is linked in some way to economic activity, as measured by ε i . If the tax base cannot change, either because it is not responsive to economic activity, because it requires a deliberate but unforthcoming policy action, or because it is administratively constrained, then the only remaining source of a change in revenues is from a change in the tax rate(s). Given the difficulty of disentangling these various channels, the actual impact of housing values on local tax revenues remains somewhat illusive. Lutz (2008) estimates that it takes several years (generally about three years) for changes in housing prices to feed through in any significant way to property tax revenues. His empirical results suggest a long-run elasticity of property tax revenue with respect to home prices of only 0.4, in part because it takes time for local officials to adjust assessed values to market values and in part because local officials generally reduce millage rates in response to increases in housing prices. He also finds asymmetric responses of property tax revenues to increases versus decreases in home prices. Relatedly, Lutz et al. (2011-this issue) present evidence that the non-property tax channels have been of relatively little importance in their effects on state and local government revenues, either in the housing market boom/bubble of the early-to-mid-2000s or in the more recent collapse of housing prices during the Great Recession.
Doerner and Ihlanfeldt (2011-this issue) focus more directly on the effects of house prices on local government revenues, using detailed panel data on Florida home prices during the 2000s. They conclude that changes in the real price of Florida single-family housing have an asymmetric effect on government revenues: price increases do not raise real per capita revenues, but decreases tend to dampen revenues. Like Lutz (2008), they conclude that these asymmetric responses are due largely to lags between changes (positive or negative) in market prices and assessed values, to caps on assessment increases, and to decreases in millage rates in response to increases in home prices. They also find that the indirect links between home prices and local government revenues (e.g., estate transfer taxes, sales tax revenues on home construction materials, income taxes on construction-related employment, and wealth effects from home values on sales tax revenues) are generally small, with the exception of an additional channel via impact fees, which are of some importance for many Florida local governments and which are affected in significant ways by changes in home prices.
Some other recent work focuses more specifically on the effects of property tax limitations on local government revenues. 4 Skidmore and
